Snapshot
Store with one click of your mouse what you see on your screen!
A small useful utility you will never want to miss anymore once you have started using it.
Whether you are doing online banking and want to store a screenshot of your transaction for
later reference, you are surfing the net and see something interesting you would like to have
a reminder of or you video telephone with your friend and see his new girlfriend, with one
click you store a screenshot of what you see in your snapshots folder. It takes you less than a
split second to click it and the screenshot has been stored, you don’t even see anything, it is
so fast.
Forget the old times when you needed to press “Prt Scr” on your keyboard and then need to
paste the screenshot into a paint or word program and save it later on with a name you first
have to think of, or the time you had to start a specialized snapshot application beforehand.
This lightweight small program helps you in your daily life and best of all is free.
Installation:
§
§
§
§
§

Unzip the snapshot zip file anywhere where you like to have your screenshots stored
Create a s shortcut of snapshot.exe into your quick launch bar
(right click drag the icon there and select create shortcut)
Press it (this will make y screenshot of your desktop and save the .jpg snapshot in the
subfolder snapshots where you have copied the snapshot program.
Create a s shortcut of the snapshots folder into your quick launch bar
(right click drag the icon there and select create shortcut)
That’s it, start using it!
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What to capture:
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

online shopping orders
online banking
web pages
program screens
error messages
chat screens
video telephony
…
anything you see on the screen

Platforms:
¨ Windows 2000
¨ Windows XP
¨ Windows Vista

Snapshot, a small useful utility you will never want to miss anymore.
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